In this paper A will be provided with a discrete valuation v called here just a valuation. The objects: valuation ring, valuation ideal, group of units and residue class skew field will be denoted by O = O( v) , P = P( υ\ U = U(υ) and E = E(v), respectively. The image of a e O in E will be denoted by κ(a). We will confine our consideration to the case when E is a field.
The main objects of our attention are skew fields complete with respect to a fixed valuation v. Look through the fundamental examples: EXAMPLE 1.1. Let A be a central division algebra over a local field F and let degA = n. Then the standard valuation w of F extends uniquely to the valuation v of A by the rule v(x) = (l/n)w(N(x)), where N:A -> F is the reduced norm map. Moreover E(υ) is an extension of E(w) of degree n. EXAMPLE 1.2. Let F be a field and let σ be a fixed automorphism of F. We write F σ ((t) ) for the skew field of twisted formal power series Σf =n a t t\ a i G F 9 n Ξ Z, which are added in the usual way and multiplied by using Cauchy product formula and the convention: tat~ι = σ(a), for αeF. The skew field F σ ((t)) can be equipped with a valuation v by putting v(f) = n if /= Σ?1 Λ Λ I / 1 ', tf rt ^ 0. It is a routine matter to check that E(υ) = i 7 . The standard reference for information about valued skew fields and examples presented above is Pierce's book [5] .
Products of squares.
Let v be a discrete valuation of A. In the sequel IT will denote a fixed element of P\P 2 . It means that v(π) generates the group v(A'). The correspondence u •-» πuπ' 1 for w e U induces an automorphism σ of the field E. This automorphism determines a σ-invariant subgroup E a = {σ(x)x~ι; x e E'}E' 2 of the group £" containing all squares. It is not difficult to check that σ k (x)x~1 e E σ , for every x e £" and A: G Z.
Every element of ^4 can be uniquely presented in the form uπ k , u e U and fceZ, whereas every product of squares can be uniquely presented as uπ 2k , u e (7 Π S^), /: G Z. + wx 2 ,uw(ux 1 + wx 2 ) ).Then
κ(T):= (κ(u),κ(w)) -(κ(us 1 + ws 2 ), κ{uw{us 1 + ws 2 ))) is equal in Z[G(E)] to

+ ((κ(ux ι ), κ(wx 2 )) -(κ(κ*i) + κ(wx 2 ), κ(uw)(κ(ux ι ) 4-κ(wx 2 )))).
By Theorem 2.1, κ(T) determines in W(E) an element of %(E σ ). Lemma 4.10 and Remark 4.11b of [1] gives us the implication => . Now assume that <K(M X ), . . . , Jc(n n )> = (κ(wi), , κ(w n )> (mod 9ί(£ σ )). Thus, by Theorem 2.1, we have 9 where d^UCi S(A), x, e U. Then
s (κ(w 1 ),...,/c(wj> + (^(x^J^.^Kίx^J)
Using the Piece Equivalence Theorem and going with the binary changes up to A it is easy to show that <!<!,...,!!"> + (x l 9 ... 9 [7] define the relation of G-equivalence denoted by ~ . In this section one can find out between lines the proof of the following fact: forms (u l9 ..., u n ) and (w l9 ..., w n ) with entries in U are isometric if and only if Thus the relation of ^-equivalence admits cancelation and by [7, Lemma 1.9 ] E σ is a group with so called Piece Equivalence Property. Now let us go on to the case of local skew fields. We mean a local skew field as a complete skew field with finite residue class field. Skew fields presented in Example 1.1 are local skew fields. THEOREM 
If A is a local skew field and the residue class field E of A has characteristic different from 2, then the Witt ring W(A) is isomorphic to the group ring W(E)[Δ]
, where Δ is the group of order 2.
Proof. Notice that if E is finite, then E σ = E * 2 , for every σ G Aut E. Thus $ί(E σ ) = {0} and the result follows from Theorem 3.3. D COROLLARY 
// A is a finite dimensional division algebra over a non-dyadic local field F, then W(A) = W(K), where K is a maximal subfield of A, which is an unramified extension of the center of A.
Proof. The residue class fields of K and A coincide. The result follows from Theorem 3.7. D 4. The dyadic case. Methods applied in the previous section are useless when the residue class field E of a skew field A has characteristic 2. To find a way to describe W(A) in the dyadic case we have to abandon comparisons of W{A) with Witt rings of fields connected in some way with A. The right way is to investigate the behaviour of binary forms over A. In the commutative case the sets defined above coincide. In the general case one can only prove that both contain S (A) and D A (1 9 a) is a subset of Df(l 9 a). It can happen that these sets differ. However, it turns out that D£(l,a) is a subgroup of A* generated by D A (1 9 a) (for more details see [8] ).
Throughout this section we assume that F 9 the center of a skew field A, is a finite extension of the 2-dic field Q 2 and 1 < dim F^4 < oo. In the language of so-called quadratic schemes (cf. [9] ) algebra A determines a radical scheme and W(A) can be easily constructed in the category of abstract Witt rings with help of products of indecomposable radical Witt rings. Moreover, there exists a field L such that W{A) is isomorphic to W(L).
